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  We specialize in informational design.
halbautomaten (pl.) studio for communication and design (augmented reality product presentations, handbooks, guides, infographics, instructional material with virtual reality, fair and exhibition design, interactive process simulations, etc.)























  
  









    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      




 





  Missions























  
  









  knowHERE — the interactive knowledge platform for companies
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  studiolo — creating virtual spaces
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  Infographics & information transfer
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  KINETARIUM — multiplayer knowledge transfer
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  Power ups
We want to create special moments, which connect and inspire people. We firmly believe that you have to shape complex information into a new form to make it comprehensible. Visually and in concept, for your eyes and your mind. Because communication can only succeed when the message gets through.  
halbautomaten is always searching for new formats of exchange, mediation and communication to create an informed society.  























  
  









  Interactive Design | WMT
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  Graphic & Motion Design | MEIKO
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  Interactive Design I BOSCH
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  Interactive Design | EIRICH
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  Corporate Design | ZVEI
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  Augmented Reality | REFLEX Smart City
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  Infographics & Motion Design | BOSCH
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  Augmented Reality | planetar
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  VR Explorer I REFLEX
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  Logbook
There’s a first address for the second impression: Instagram.
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  Crew
Many hands together build a space station. Lots of different talents make it stay on target. halbautomaten strive to make complex content comprehensible, with strong ideas and a great team spirit. Experts aboard: design, animation, interaction design, 3D visualization, illustration, project management, concept design, text, creative consultancy.
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  Out there
Our working atmosphere is friendly, open and straightforward. Free from hierarchies and attitudes. We halbautomaten share a high standard with regards to the conceptual creative and haptic quality of our projects, a kitchen for out of this world cooking, and a lot of cables that we desperately try to manage.
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  Base
Mission Control Silberburgstrasse. In the heart of Stuttgart's south, 200m off Marienplatz, at the foot of the green space Karlshöhe. We’re looking forward to your visit. Anytime.
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  © Mapbox © OpenStreetMap contributors























  
  









    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      










  Orbit
Everything is better together … With this in mind, we are a member of national and international associations in order to actively collaborate, exchange ideas and transfer know-how. This gives us access to a valuable network that is constantly growing and is always ready to exchange ideas and provide support. A galactic community — in our opinion.
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  Jobs
Graphic / Communication Designer (m/f/d)  ❯
We are looking for someone with a passion for infographics and knowledge transfer.

Copywriter (m/f/d)  ❯ 
We are looking for a virtuoso copywriter for complicated stuff in German and English.

New Business / Sales Representative (m/f/d)
We are looking for a convincing personality with a lot of experience and networking skills.

Please just call and talk!
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  halbautomaten 
Kommunikationsdesign GmbH
GTC / AGB
Privacy / Datenschutz























  
  









  Silberburgstr. 183
DE-70178 Stuttgart
+49 711/98 69 22 00
hello@halbautomaten.com























  
  









  CEO / Geschäftsführer: 
Michael Scholz
Amtsgericht Stuttgart 
HRB 754754
USt-ID: DE 303 648 389























  
  









    

  
  

  


  


      
    


    
    

  